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With a focus on the preservation
and advancement of their

breed, responsible breeders strive to
maximize the expression of positive
traits and minimize the expression of
negative ones. Because breeders rely
on pedigrees to make informed deci-
sions, pedigree accuracy is critical to a
successful breeding program. 

If a dog’s pedigree has been inaccu-
rately recorded, the desired results
will likely not occur and negative
traits may be propagated. DNA-based
parentage analysis will substantiate
the integrity of your breeding
program. It is a powerful tool that can
be used to ensure your breeding deci-
sions are based on accurate pedigree
information. 

In direct response to interest from
the fancy, the AKC has developed the
DNA Parentage Evaluation Service.
“AKC Updates” has invited DNA
Operations staff to answer the most
frequently asked questions about
parentage analysis.

What does the parentage
analysis tell you?

There are two outcomes to
parentage testing: Either the tested
parent is excluded and therefore cannot
be the biological parent, or the tested
parent is not excluded. Parents that are
not excluded are also referred to as
included.

How does parentage analysis
work?

Parentage analysis is based on AKC
DNA profiles (also called genotypes)
which are composed of 10 genetic
markers (Figure 1). The analysis takes
advantage of the fact that these
markers are inherited in pairs, with
one member of each pair coming
from the sire and the other from the
dam. This is represented as two letters
(referred to as alleles) for each marker
on an AKC DNA Certificate. 

Figure 2 illustrates that the pup
inherited the G allele from the dam
and the A allele from the sire.
Therefore, both parents are
“included” at this marker, i.e., the

alleles match. If the sire’s alleles were
GK, he would have an exclusion at
this marker because neither of his
alleles matches those of the pup. 

This analysis is conducted across all
10 markers to assess parentage.

How many exclusions are
required for a sire or dam to be
considered excluded as the
biological parent?

A sire or dam is considered
excluded when there are 2 or more
exclusions out of the 10 markers. The
threshold is set at two exclusions
because a single exclusion may not be
a true exclusion, but rather may be
due to a mutation. From a statistical
standpoint, a single exclusion does
not provide sufficient evidence to
conclusively rule out parentage.

What is a mutation?
Mutations, which are relatively

rare, are changes in allele length that
occur during the inheritance process.
The markers used by the AKC were
selected, in part, due to their low
mutation rates, but mutations some-
times occur. Figure 3 illustrates an
exclusion that may be due to a
mutation. The dam contributed the G
allele and it is possible that the sire’s
A allele mutated into a B allele during
the inheritance process. 

How do you know if an exclusion
is real or if it is due to a
mutation?

Mutations most commonly occur
as one letter greater or less than the
parent’s letter, as in the A to B
mutation in Figure 3. 

If there are only two exclusions
and either or both are suspected
mutations, additional markers are
studied to ensure the accuracy of the
parentage analysis. The AKC does
not simply add up the number of
exclusions to determine if a parent is
excluded. The genotypes undergo
both quantitative (number of exclu-
sions) and qualitative (quality or
nature of the exclusions) analysis. 

How accurate are the results of
parentage analysis?

Exclusions are definite and clear
cut. If the DNA does not match, and
the possibility of mutations has been
ruled out, the parent is excluded with
100-percent certainty. Non-exclu-
sions, however, rely on probabilities
and statistical analyses, based on the
genotypes involved and the allele
frequencies for the breed of the dog in
question, to determine the degree of
confidence in the results. 

For humans and dogs alike,
parentage testing results can deter-
mine with 99.999-percent
probability that a parent is the true
parent versus a randomly selected
parent from the general population.
There is no test available that will
determine parentage with 100-
percent certainty. 
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Figure 2: Inheritance. The puppy 
inherited a G allele from the dam 

and an A allele from the sire.

Figure 1: Ten markers from an 
AKC DNA Certificate
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Why do I need the dam’s
genotype if I’m trying to deter-
mine the sire of a litter?

If the dam’s genotype is unknown,
the sire has two opportunities to match
the alleles of the pup for each marker. 

As illustrated in Figure 4, if the
pup’s alleles are CD, the sire requires
either a C or a D to be included at that
marker. Without knowing the dam’s

genotype, all six sires in Figure 4 are
included. But if the dam’s alleles are
CM, then only the sire with alleles CD
is included (Figure 4, bottom row). 

Without testing the dam, there is the
risk of a “false inclusion,” i.e., including
or accepting a dog as sire when he is
not. For this reason, when the AKC
uses parentage analysis to correct a
litter registration or to designate the sire
of pups from a multiple-sire litter, the
dam’s DNA is
required. 

Can you
determine the
sire of a litter
when the
potential sires
are related?

Yes. In the
vast majority of
cases, the 10
markers used by
the AKC are
powerful enough
to distinguish
between related
sires, whether
they are litter-
mates or first- or
second-degree relatives. In instances
where results are inconclusive with 10
markers (this is most common with
highly linebred dogs), additional
markers are used. Figure 5 illustrates
the genotypes involved in an actual
multiple-sired litter involving two sires
that are littermates. Despite the sires

having identical alleles at 4 of the 10
markers, 10 markers were sufficient to
determine the sire of all the pups.

When do I need to do a
parentage analysis?

Parentage analysis can be used to
ensure accuracy when breeding has
been done offsite, as well as for cases of
artificial insemination. It is required by
AKC in cases of multiple-sired litters,

or if there was a possibility that a bitch
was exposed to more than one male
while she was in season. Some breeders
routinely do parentage analyses before
they register their litters because they
know it will substantiate the accuracy of
their breeding records. 

In addition, many researchers rely
on dog owners to donate DNA from
multiple generations to investigate the
causes of inherited diseases. Incorrect
pedigrees have a negative effect on
such research. It is helpful for
researchers to know that the pedigree
information submitted is accurate. 

How much does parentage
analysis cost?

AKC DNA Operations staff
performs parentage analyses for $20
each. This covers the analysis of one
sire, the dam, and the litter. There is a
$5 fee for each additional sire
analyzed. This fee does not cover the
cost of AKC DNA Certifications. ✦

To ask further questions about parentage
analysis, e-mail to AKC DNA Operations
at dna@akc.org.

Figure 5: Multiple-sired Litter Analysis. These genotypes are from an actual case
involving two sires, Shanghai and Leonard, who are littermates. Exclusions
are marked in red. The parentage analysis indicates that pups 1 and 3 were

sired by Shanghai, and pup 2 was sired by Leonard.

Figure 3: Mutation. The puppy 
inherited a G allele from the dam, and
the puppy’s B allele may be a mutated 

form of the sire’s A allele.

Figure 4: Effect of the dam’s genotype on the determination of sire.
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